2013 f150 5.0 water pump removal

Active topics Unanswered topics. You must login or register to post a reply. RSS topic feed. My
truck went T. UNfortunately, the water pump started leaking on my watch, so I feel it's my
obligation to replace it. Figured it'd be "easy peasy". Already snapped one bolt about 9o'clock
and the double threaded studs at the top are already saying "Nein! I'm thinking just cut the
pump off and deal with the studs, hopefully being able to get spray penetrant into the threads
and using a stud puller that grabs closer to the threads. Spank's Website. Take frequent breaks
as to not get impatient, patience is the only way and still you may break some, do not rule out
cutting the water pump away from the bolt head, saving the bolts are paramount to reducing
down time regardless of how long it takes to free each one. If anyone has a better or faster way
please share it because these engines are everywhere and only getting older and harder to deal
with. Personally, I like to let the weakened studs break, soak them with Kroil, then weld nuts
onto them. The heat from welding usually frees them right up, but yes, go back and forth gently
at first. Speedycop's Website. This happens almost every time, two broke on the last one I did.
Usually just heating the exposed end of the stud until it glows is enough to loosen them.
Finesse involves penetrating oil, patience and deft touches with hand tools. Then, when that
fails or I fail at doing it ; I break it. Then I replace the entire component at issue, because now
that the bolts out, it's dented, stained and burned. However, I rarely ever get to the third option.
Good things is, I guess, is that using a standard handled ratchet and with my carpal-tunnel
weakness and eventual shoulder cramps, it keeps me from putting too much force into it. And
I'm resisting the urge to use a longer handle so I don't snap off another bolt like I did the first
time I touched it. What a PITA got 2 this far out. Good news is just the heads broke off of those
other two so there's stud to grab hold of. But there's inches of timing chain cover aluminum
that's surely frozen solid. I'm thinking the smidge of movement that I was getting prior to
breakage was just flex and a crack propagating. My stud puller won't grab them-- it eventually
slips once enough torque is supplied. The heat from welding usually frees them right up, but
yes, go back and forth gently at first". A good torch will do more in a minute than careful
hammering and yanking and twisting will do in an hour. I love torching stuff, everything comes
off super-easy with enough heat. You are not logged in. Please login or register. Pages 1 You
must login or register to post a reply. RSS topic feed Posts: Anyone have tips? Ive had them
break before, and usually they break in the shank, not the threads. Registered: Posts: 1, Tired
Iron Racing, Winner of the Hooptie-Con Engine heat Cooking Competition, otherwise just a 40x
loser, which is somehow able to finish in the top ten, if we don't step on our own dicks. I follow
the finesse, fire, force, f--k it method. Then I move to heat the item and attempt to forcefully
finesse it out. Yay For some victory! Keep at it, you will get it! K Car Stalker. Jump to forum:
Lemons Classified on RacingJunk. Lemons Rally! The Win-A-Wartburg Challenge. Three
problems related to water pump have been reported for the Ford F The most recently reported
issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability analysis of the Ford F
based on all problems reported for the F While driving with no warning the truck started to over
heat, the battery died, and I lost steering due to the faulty water pump breaking and the
serpentine belt coming off while in rush hour traffic. Tl the contact owns a Ford F While driving
various speeds and turning the steering wheel, an abnormal clicking noise was heard. Also,
when the vehicle was turned off, there was an abnormal noise coming from the engine. The
vehicle was taken to prime Ford saco portland rd, saco, me , where it was diagnosed that the
water pump and steering column needed to be replaced. The vehicle was not repaired. The
manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was , At approximately 60,
miles my truck would occasionally make a rattling sound immediately after starting the engine.
Over time it got worse, I took it to a mechanic and he told me it was probably a lose cover, or a
component such as a water pump was failing and it would be hard to know which one it was
until it failed completely. So I continued to drive the vehicle. Time passed, milage went up and
the problem got worse. I started researching the issue myself and realized it was the timing
chain and phazers. This could potentially cause engine failure and if it happens at the wrong
time could cause an accident. This is a very common problem with the ecoboost truck from
models and it typically happens very early in the vehicles life around 50k miles. Apparently it is
due to the excessively long timing chain and weak phazers. Car Problems. Water Pump problem
1. Water Pump problem 2. Water Pump problem 3. Engine And Engine Cooling problems Engine
And Engine Cooling problems. Check Engine Light On problems. Car Stall problems. Engine
Stall problems. Gas Recirculation Valve egr Valve problems. Engine Clicking And Tapping
Noises problems. Radiator problems. Engine Belts And Pulleys problems. Engine Shut Off
Without Warning problems. Engine Failure problems. Engine Rattling And Whining Sounds
problems. Part Quality. We recommend the following online resources for trustworthy
information about Ford F maintenance, repair and service. These resources deliver honest real
world ownership perspectives and useful facts for anyone researching the cost to replace the

water pump on the Ford F Cost estimates are based on industry average productivity levels for
the repair and local labor rates charged by experienced automotive professionals. These
estimates show a range of fair prices for your vehicle and geographic area. Auto repair shop
prices are set by each shop and may be different than price ranges estimated here - particularly
if the scope of work varies from that described here. Homewyse is a trademark of Costwyse
LLC. All other trademarks used herein are trademarks of their respective owners. Zip Code.
Disconnect and remove existing water pump. Install and connect new water pump with new
gaskets and seals. Verify proper engine temperature control and leak free operation. Parts Water Pump Includes drive belt, gasket and other good stuff. Includes rust and corrosion
inhibitors. Nitrate and Phosphate free. Disposal fees Fees for proper handling and
environmentally responsible disposal and recycling of used fluids, parts, and materials.
Hardlymoving writes about do-it-yourself automobile maintenance on various makes and
models. This article details the steps involved in replacing the water pump and water pump
gasket on a Ford Mustang V6. This water pump is also used on the Ford F A chain strap wrench
is helpful in removing the nuts from the pump pulley; otherwise, no special tools are required. If
desired, you can replace the thermostat at the same time, but that task is not covered in this
article. You do not have to remove any coolant hoses. The video below demonstrates the enitre
step-by-step process. I have also described the procedure in writing, below. The eight-minute
video below will provide you with visual step-by-step help for completing this replacement. The
steps are also described below. I recommend placing a large pan under the car to capture the
coolant that will spill when the thermostat housing and water pump are removed. I use a plastic
concrete-mixing pan I bought from Home Depot for a few dollars. It does a good job of capturing
coolant. Pour coolant into the coolant reservoir. The cooling system will probably take one or
more gallons of coolant. Start the car, and add more coolant as air bubbles are pushed out of
the cooling system. It makes the job go faster and easier. Content is for informational or
entertainment purposes only and does not substitute for personal counsel or professional
advice in business, financial, legal, or technical matters. American auto manufacturers were on
a roll in the s. Designing was very competitive, and, through hot-rodding, engines and
horsepower increased dramatically. Thus, the American Muscle Car was born. Many people
purchasing RVs have no real camping experience, so RV campgrounds are being inundated
with requests for their people to do things that are the RV owner's responsibility. RV owners
need to learn how to perform their own site maintenance. Intake manifold leak diagnosis can be
tricky but you can use a few simple techniques to diagnose the problem. Don't let trouble code
P or P leave you without your ride and, worst of all, with an expensive repair bill later on. A
basic knowledge on the electronic fuel injection system eliminates the guesswork in the
calibration of LPG-powered cars. Here are eight simple tips to help give tires more traction in
the snow. Experienced RV campers know what they need to do to find a great campsite when
they travel. Motorcycle helmets are trendy items that reflect your personality. What type of
helmet do you want for yourself? Paying for air is annoying. Here is how you can find free air,
and also how to set your tire pressure for the best performance of your tires and your car. Is
jump starting bad for your car? You'd be surprised what you find out. What happens behind the
scenes will shock you. Learn the different signs of a bad alternator to make a faster diagnosis.
You can make some repairs using a few common tools. In , the East German government
released the horrible Trabant car on an unsuspecting Communist world. You don't need a lot of
money to start selling classic cars, you just need to buy the first car at a good price and then do
it again. If you're thinking of buying a classic VW Beetle, you need to know a few things
beforehand. Discover why the best bargain to be had is from someone who doesn't know he
wants to sell. Identifying the type of noise and when it happens can help you diagnose your
transmission problem. Auto Repair. DIY Auto Repair. RV Living. Safe Driving. Learning to Drive.
All-Terrain Vehicles. Commercial Vehicles. Automotive Industry. Automotive History. Related
Articles. By Jerry Fisher. By Don Bobbitt. By Dan Ferrell. By Victor Mangubat. By Linda Sarhan.
By Isabella. By John Dove. By electronicsguy. By Rupert Taylor. By Mary Wickison. Active
topics Unanswered topics. You must login or register to post a reply. RSS topic feed. My truck
went T. UNfortunately, the water pump started leaking on my watch, so I feel it's my obligation
to replace it. Figured it'd be "easy peasy". Already snapped one bolt about 9o'clock and the
double threaded studs at the top are already saying "Nein! I'm thinking just cut the pump off
and deal with the studs, hopefully being able to get spray penetrant into the threads and using a
stud puller that grabs closer to the threads. Spank's Website. Take frequent breaks as to not get
impatient, patience is the only way and still you may break some, do not rule out cutting the
water pump away from the bolt head, saving the bolts are paramount to reducing down time
regardless of how long it takes to free each one. If anyone has a better or faster way please
share it because these engines are everywhere and only getting older and harder to deal with.

Personally, I like to let the weakened studs break, soak them with Kroil, then weld nuts onto
them. The heat from welding usually frees them right up, but yes, go back and forth gently at
first. Speedycop's Website. This happens almost every time, two broke on the last one I did.
Usually just heating the exposed end of the stud until it glows is enough to loosen them.
Finesse involves penetrating oil, patience and deft touches with hand tools. Then, when that
fails or I fail at doing it ; I break it. Then I replace the entire component at issue, because now
that the bolts out, it's dented, stained and burned. However, I rarely ever get to the third option.
Good things is, I guess, is that using a standard handled ratchet and with my carpal-tunnel
weakness and eventual shoulder cramps, it keeps me from putting too much force into it. And
I'm resisting the urge to use a longer handle so I don't snap off another bolt like I did the first
time I touched it. What a PITA got 2 this far out. Good news is just the heads broke off of those
other two so there's stud to grab hold of. But there's inches of timing chain cover aluminum
that's surely frozen solid. I'm thinking the smidge of movement that I was getting prior to
breakage was just flex and a crack propagating. My stud puller won't grab them-- it eventually
slips once enough torque is supplied. The heat from welding usually frees them right up, but
yes, go back and forth gently at first". A good torch will do more in a minute than careful
hammering and yanking and twisting will do in an hour. I love torching stuff, everything comes
off super-easy with enough heat. You are not logged in. Please login or register. Pages 1 You
must login or register to post a reply. RSS topic feed Posts: Anyone have tips? Ive had them
break before, and usually they break in the shank, not the threads. Registered: Posts: 1, Tired
Iron Racing, Winner of the Hooptie-Con Engine heat Cooking Competition, otherwise just a 40x
loser, which is somehow able to finish in the top ten, if we don't step on our own dicks. I follow
the finesse, fire, force, f--k it method. Then I move to heat the item and attempt to forcefully
finesse it out. Yay For some victory! Keep at it, you will get it! K Car Stalker. Jump to forum:
Lemons Classified on RacingJunk. Lemons Rally! The Win-A-Wartburg Challenge. Public
Service Forums. Post Reply 1 of 1. Last 1. You must be a subscriber to. Joined: Nov 30, Posts:
User Profile Private Message. How long do you want to ignore this user? Dropped off my truck
this morning due to fluid leak. They say that the water pump is leaking and needs to be
replaced. Seems very high!! It is ecoboost 3. Any thoughts and or suggestions? Reply Quote.
Joined: Aug 16, It's a pretty easy repair if you have the right tools to get the hoses off. I don't
remember what the parts cost but I remember replacing mine in my driveway in high school.
That was a '99 Silverado, things might be more complicated now. Just make sure you take the
fan off before pulling the water pump. Edit to add- That's seems way high. Reply Quote 0.
Joined: Aug 17, Joined: May 8, Posts: 32, Man that sounds super high. You do need a special
tool to hold the pulley for the WP so you can take it off. And then the WP has 7 or 8 bolts that
hold it on to the block. And you will get a bath once you pull it away from the block. The new WP
pulley is a 3 bolt design and will come with a new pulley. Jobs not a hard one to do, just need a
place to dispose of the old coolant etc. Thanks for information. Gonna yank it out of dealership
and go to local shop. There is a heater hose that needs to be replaced. Can't see that making up
the difference. Joined: Dec 15, Posts: 9, Skip to Last Page 1. Post Reply Back to topics. This
post has been flagged. Click to display linked image. Featured Stories. Story Poster story photo
8h ago. The grass isn't always greener: Ten worst head coach firings since by Olin Buchanan.
Story Poster. Abilene Christian by Richard Zane. Press Conference: Blair, No. Post of the Day.
Richard23 Are we on Bobby Taylor watch today? Fredd Kyle Field Wedding Cake. Bocephus
Horn Meltdown Thread []. Gary79Ag Horn Meltdown Thread []. Former Students Giving Back.
Student Creates Organization to Help Others. Career Center Services for Former Students. All
rights reserved. Subscribe subscribe Verify your student status Log In. See Subscription
Benefits. Trial only available to users who have never subscribed or participated in a previous
trial. The fans should come on at preset temperature and then cycle off once the fans cool
things down a bit. Are the fans coming on and off or do they stay on all the time? If you have a
clutch fan the clutch is probably bad. The heater problem may be a bad thermostat or air in the
system. If the engine is running hot the fan will come on more. Maybe you should service the
cooling system. OJ answered 4 years ago. Is the fan electric? If so it could be a defective
pressure switch on the AC compressor. Dale answered 3 years ago. I have a f- Both cooling
fans run all the time after degrees. They changed the water pump. Then the shit started. Before
that they never kicked on. GuruZ52HN answered 3 years ago. I have the same issue. I HAVE to
turn my car off to go through drivethrus. Its embarassingly loud, my wife says she can hear me
coming. Father in law even commented on it. Didn't do this in the beginning but now that fan
runs so hard. Took it to the dealership. They say some wire on the fan burnt out. GuruZWP7N
answered 3 years ago. I have the same issue as well. I have a Ford F Fx4. There is a fan noise
coming from my engine compartment that is really loud. The fan kicks on and off. Also when I
am stopped or moving really slow my truck is blowing cold air even though I have the

theromstat set on heat. Jeremiah answered 3 years ago. Sams issue. Fan running fast and when
the heat is on cold air. Started yesterday. Any answers? But we are having to add coolant every
week to the truck. GuruZ34DL answered 3 years ago. Mechanic said coolant was low. So far so
good. Did not identify any leak but will have to keep an eye on it. I have F XLT just had the same
problem start happening. Heater will not blow hot air unless I rev up to RPM or so at stop light.
Goes back to blowing cold air when going in MPH traffic. Some loud auxiliary fan is coming on.
Will have to check coolant and system. I will get back here about this. Heater works, did not
hear the loud auxiliary fan on the way to work. BTW I am found out in old school again. OK I
guess. Now to find the leak. Andrew answered 3 years ago. Hopefully it solves the problem.
Guru5VV4T answered 3 years ago. Exact thing happening with my Anyone have a solid answer?
I changed my thermostat and about a week later the cooling fan started coming on intermittently
at high speed. This is in 0 deg weather. One post talked about resetting the system. More about
that please. Michael answered 3 years ago. I am having the same issue, the cooling fan comes
on and stays on at high speed. I took it to the dealership and had it serviced and they said it was
coming on because I was running the defrost. Any ideas? TheJamster1 answered 3 years ago.
Ours Was Actually. Low Charge. GuruYVTK1 answered 2 years ago. I have the problem with my
f unhooked the ac switch and fan stoped have check Freon level next hope its a easy fix. Tori
answered 2 years ago. Mine is in the shop now with over psi and they don't know why Mines
also a F I still have the issue. When I get home I can bleed off the pressure and air from the
reservoir. It helps for a while but the fans start kicking on again after a day or 2. I see a lot of
posts describing similar issues but never any fixes. Has anyone tracked this down? They said
mine was. I did have a coolant leak but got it fixed, i thought that was why my fan was running.
Fan still ran so it brought it back in the shop Having the same problem with my Expedition. Fan
starts going on and off, very loud after driving about 10 minutes. Heater blows cold when
driving very slow or stopped. Did anyone figure out what the problem is? Please help.
SFLAFord answered 2 years ago. I have read all the posts going back a year here. My fan kicks
on into the loud high gear when the temp gauge gets slightly left of center. There are no
numbers on my gauge The fan speed will not go back to normal speed. I have to turn off the
truck and after it cools, it will go back to the normal speed until I start to drive more and the
temp gors up. I have driven this truck in S Florida for all of the 67K miles and this has never
happened before. I know that because it is so loud that it is unmistakeable. Most of you posters
seem to live in areas where you need the heat on a lot. Mine heat has only been on a few times.
Has anyone had a resolution yet? Spoiledred answered 2 years ago. We are having the same
issue with our F When the heat is on the fan does not run high. Looking for suggestions that
don't involve paying outrageous amounts of money to the dealer mechanic. GuruY2JX2
answered 2 years ago. GuruY6P3D answered 2 years ago. Just started having this issue with my
f plus a whine that reminds me of low power steering fluid. RoyskiePRE answered 2 years ago.
Same thing happened with my F FX2, fan have been running high these past few days. A friend
at work my air filter must be need to replaced and so I did and checked the coolant reservoir
and it looks empty then I noticed some fluid leaking at the water pump. Is there anyone knows
about any service bulletin regarding this issue? Same problem here, fan kicks on high and is
very loud. I have had water pump replaced once and upper radiator hose replaced. Still is losing
water without any sign of a leak. Josh answered 2 years ago. I was having the same problem
with my F lariat limited. Nobody seemed to know what was the cause. Here's what fixed mine
diy elevate the front of your truck remove radiator cap when cool as well as reservoir cap, add
antifreeze to radiator until full, start truck let idle until warm, squeeze radiator hose, add fluid.
Repeat for about 15 mins. This will remove and air from the system. Also I charged my account
will a stop leak Freon. My AC was good, but from what I have gathered it could be something to
do with the pressure in the lines or something, did those two things and have had no problems
with any of the issues, it's been a week now. Fan started running high in swfl while using air
conditioning. Drove to Michigan and with colder, much colder weather fan was running high
constantly. Heat is working good incab but the interior air flow keeps shutting Had mechanics
check with computer system, nothing wrong. Going to change thermostat and try to get air out
of hose. One part was degrees and down the line was only 78 degrees. Hope this will clear up
the problem. GuruW5KNR answered 2 years ago. The short of it: the expansion valve in the AC
system was bad. For the longer story, I noticed that the fans came on high about three weeks
ago. What struck me as odd though is that they were running on high for my entire 15 minute
trip, from the time the truck started cold until I finished the trip, with engine temperatures being
completely within normal ranges the entire time. The next few times I drove the truck, I noticed
the same thing: radiator fans were running high almost immediately after startup. However, I
then noticed that if I did not cut the AC on when I first turned the truck on and never turned it on
during the trip, the fans would never come on. However, as soon as I cut the AC on, the fans

would run on high the rest of the trip even if I turned the AC back off. After doing some internet
research, I thought it might have been a bad high-pressure sensor, the one located behind the
passenger side headlight on the high pressure line. I also noticed that if the fans were running
high, I could unplug the sensor, and the fans would shut off within a few seconds. If I plugged it
back in, then the fans would kick back onto high. My understanding for this was that the truck
was getting a high pressure reading off of this sensor when it was plugged in. In order to reduce
the pressure, the truck would run the fans on high. When the sensor was unplugged, the truck
would shut down the AC system as a safety measure, but since the AC system was shut down,
the truck had no reason to run the fans anymore, and it turned them off. This also allowed me to
rule out it being a stuck relay just causing the fan to run for no reason. Long story short, I
changed the high pressure sensor hoping that was the problem. Nopeâ€¦still had the exact
same behavior. Knowing that the sensor was good and the plug too as it could tell the
difference between being unplugged and when it was getting a high reading , I did some more
research. I also bought an AC manifold gauge set in order to be able to read the high and low
pressures. When I hooked it up, I saw my high-pressure side going really high even with the
fans on. After cutting the truck off and letting it sit, I saw the two sides not equaling out very
quickly. I also talked to a buddy who looked up a TSB that indicated my problem was likely the
expansion valve in the AC system. So, that was my diagnosis. I ordered a new expansion valve
and put it in, vacuumed out the system, recharged it with the proper amount of Freon, and it
works great. I mainly hope that this helps someone else who has the same problem. Splinter87
answered 2 years ago. Its only happening when im sitting at idle. Fans come on high and stay
on until i start to move again. New water pump and cooling system recently serviced. No issue
with the heat or air. If it wasn't so embarrassingly loud i wouldn't worry about it. Kind of at a
loss Matt answered 2 years ago. Aux Fan coming on 15 seconds after startup intermittant AC.
Turned out to be low coolant. I filled and AUX fan still came on. I checked and cleared codes no
codes. I had it at the dealer for this last summer and they couldn't figure it out. Zadjaloz
answered 2 years ago. Fan is kicking while ac on, 15sec full speed running very loud then its
stop for 30sec then repeat. When ac off the fan is running in high speed at temp for 30sec then
stopped, I don't know what's wrong with this car. GuruT5DB4 answered 2 years ago. No answer
but with all these problems with the fans why no recalls? Mines a f just went over 50k miles and
took it to dealer kept my truck for 28 hrs and told me they hadn't figured out the problem.
Getting hotter out and fans running high and hot air blowing out of AC i think there should be a
recall on all and over ford vehicles and have them fix the problem. GuruTYL8C answered 2
years ago. Radiator fans run on high anytime the AC is on. The only way to get the fans to shut
down is to either 1 turn the AC off completely or 2 turn the truck off. I live in Houston so it is hot
year round, but the fans still should not be running this high all of the time. Took it to the
dealership last week and they think a coolant leak was causing the problems. Fans still running
on high so coolant didn't seem to have any effect. This seems to be a common issue with 13
ecoboosts, but I know this isn't "normal" because a co-worker has the exact same truck and his
radiator fan hardly ever runs on high. Going back to the dealership next week before my
warranty runs out. Just a heads up. Following up on my post from last week. Dealership was
useless. They said they checked the AC compressor switch and other AC components and said
everything looks normal. They said the fans in these model Fs were designed to kick on high
speed in stop and go traffic and idling because of complaints on prior year F's AC not being
cold enough. I don't buy it. Yes, the fans should run every now and then in hot climates, but
saying this is "normal" to me sounds like Ford doesn't want to admit they screwed up the
engineering on this. Even if it's normal operation, Ford should let people know what they can do
to fix the issue due to the high number of complaints. I'd prefer to hear the engine and turbos on
my truck rather than these obnoxious fans. I'm going to have to try and fix it myself since the
dealership has been so worthless. Maybe I just have a bad dealership. They were supposed to
fix a coolant leak but didn't even both to check or fix the leak at the connection on the outlet of
the coolant expansion reservoir that everyone seems to have issues with. Funny enough, last
night I installed a 5 star 87 octane performance custom tune, JLT oil separator, and a banks
cold air intake on my truck and it seems like that may have cut down on the frequency and
length of time that the fans kick on. Gonna keep an eye on it. This seems to only happen when
the temperature outside is 92 degrees Fahrenheit or above and I'm using my AC. The blower fan
or whatever fan is associated with AC kicks into overdrive. This is extremely loud and
embarrassing and I'm a little heated when I see people say its normal. I have 2 other friends with
F's that do not have this problem. If its normal shouldn't theres be doing it too? I plan on
checking freon and coolant but I feel it might be a sensor or possibly something else. Any
feedback would be appreciated. Thank you! I live in Texas and the summer temps seem to be
causing the fans to run on overdrive the majority of the time. Friend has a lariat ecoboost and

their fans hardly ever go into overdrive so it is definitely not "normal" operations. I have not
checked any sensors yet and am considering taking it to a mechanic as a last resort. I'd avoid
the dealerships because from my experience, they'll just tell you it's normal. I installed a custom
tune on my truck and that seems to have decrease the frequency and duration of the fans going
into overdrive, however they're still doing it pretty frequently. The ecoboost has quite a few
known issues that Ford really dropped the ball on, this one included. Dan answered 2 years ago.
I have exact problem with my F I live in Maine with cool summers. Easy install. The faulty part
was giving computer a false high pressure reading even with AC off. Like over psi, which I am
told is not possible, so replace faulty part. Cheap and easy fix. Similar problem with my F V8. My
water pump failed last winter and was replaced. I never had any problems before this. I bought
the truck brand new. Since then, the radiator "turbo fans" kick in at random. They never did this
before the water pump failure-only in hot weather, which is what they're supposed to do. I've
had several mechanics look at the truck, including the dealer. What happened to "Ford
Tough"?? Jared answered 2 years ago. My truck had the following symptoms due to a leaky
water pump more about that below : - Engine overheating at highway speeds - Engine getting
hot at neighborhood speeds - Engine fan running at highest possible speed from engine start to
engine stop in 55F weather This sounds like a pretty terrible way to notify the driver, but what to
I know, I'm just a professional engineer. OSUcowgirl answered 2 years ago. I have a F 5 liter.
Have recently replaced the water pump shaft broke so had to and the thermostat. Also had the
cooling system serviced. They've bled the lines to make sure there is no air in there. After the
transducer was replaced, based on reading this post, an AC shop cleared the error code in the
system. Seemed like the fan did not kick on high with the loud jet engine noise for about two
days, but it is back now and even occurs when the AC is not on. Only time the engine has
gotten hot was when the water pump broke fan was kicking on for a few months before that. It
typically runs at normal temps. The mechanic I typically go to has gone through everything and
is befuddled. My brother has worked on it and a trusted AC shop has worked on it. Can't seem
to find the reason for the fan kicking on and being so loud. I'm having same thing with a with 5
litre. Mechanic checked codes and nothing showed. He suggested it was the air conditioning.
Lately it has been cool here Celceius. Temp sensor? My F overheated, I took it to a reputable
service center with ACE certified mechanics, they fixed the overheating problem but the fans
sounded like a jet engine remaining on most of the time. I took it back a few days later, they
troubleshooted and said my computers weren't talking and that I needed to take it to the dealer.
I did. It was at the dealer for a day and they said that the fans were cooling to temperature, but
the noise continued. They couldn't find any problems. I just dealt with the super loud nearly
constant jet engine without matching power output for about six months. A few times when at
the gas pump and topping off the tank I noticed that the engine increasingly didn't want to start.
I did my research online, youtube mostly, and found that the canister purge valve was the likely
culprit and it was. I got the part in this morning, changed it myself and I'm not a mechanic, and
the idling went down instantly and the jet engine hasn't returned all day. Looks like it was that
simple. Not saying this is your issue, but certainly worth a check. I have a 14 F- King Ranch with
95k for mileage. Also have been experiencing the annoying loud fan noise under the hood. Ford
told me that I was losing heat because I was losing coolant through the eco boost turbos.
Solution according to Ford is to replace the turbos at a coat of 3K. Anyone with answers will be
appreciated. I have a F with a 5. At k miles I flushed the cooling system and replaced the
thermostat. After that, I noticed my fans would run really high at random times. I replaced the
AC pressure sensor as I read on a few posts but that did not help. I thought about it and the
only other change was the thermostat I bought from Autozone. I replaced it again with a
Motorcraft and so far so good. Don't know how or why but it seems to be doing good now. Hey
guys , i own a f with a 2. Brought into dealer and they said there was a faulty switch somewhere
in the dash. Had it fixed under warranty and a week later same problem occured. This time it
was a Sat. It was minus ten celsius and were 1 hour from home. My wife has a few health issues
and that same night we were at the emergency department where they gave her some
antibiotics to calm her broncitus excuse the spelling flare up because of over exposure to the
cold. On Mon. The one gentlemen asked me if forgot to turn the heater switch on with a grin and
headed for the counter where he backed away and said sorry , I was only joking. I replied , its no
joke when it concerns my wifes health so fix it. He headed out the door to check it out and
returned a few minutes later and said I have set up the heater switches manually under the dash
so please don,t touch them at all until I can book your truck in to find the problem. We had to
wait for a week for repairs. Sorry guys, I know its a long story but I am leading up to the current
problem. When they were done with this last repair I was informed that another switch attached
to the first one also failed. This is where it gets better. Another week goes by and once again
heater failure. Now my wife is fuming and when we walk through the dealer doors and up to the

service desk, she throws the keys at the same service guy and he catches them and says ,
whats wrong now. She says guess what no heat again, I want the heater fixed right or replaced
and I am not waiting for two weeks. This has been B. Truck went in the next day and it took a
few days to fix because they replaced the whole heater unit. Since then we have been on a recall
list until recently to fix a door lock problem that would not allow the lock doors including the
tailgate to unlock during cold conditions. Reason given, aluminum truck does not like the cold
and attracked the frost to door switches. While repairing door locks they had another recall to
repair the recoil system on seat belts at the floor because if their is a serious accident the
recoils could activate at a high speed causes the floor carpet to ignite. Now gentlemen ,the final
straw to date , my dual fans and heater have been working fine until a few weeks ago. Same
problem with the high speed issues but only when we have the heater on not the A. Once again
back to dealer. Female service attendent and shop tech. No codes were present with tech. Truck
was brought in the following week first thing in morn. THREE techs. I inquired if they took it for
a drive to warm it up and they said no. They did one more test on it , which had something to do
with the A. I used truck on friday and was good. Wfe used it on Sat. I used it on Sunday and
after about an hour on went the fans at high speed. I do not know if they replaced the expansion
valve in A. This is Nov. Just something for you all to check Check out fuse 27 under the hood.
Had another issue will explain at the bottom and one solution we found was to check fuse
Pulled that and, while it wasn't blown, it was toasty on one end. Replaced it and it fixed the
issue I was having. This was last night. However, the fan hasn't kicked in at all today, which is
unusual. It is about 10 degrees colder today than it has been so far - 43 degrees - but the fan
was kicking in when it was 53 degrees last week. I even left it running the entire hour I was
sitting at the soccer field I realize this might not be the fix and I also realize this could be
symptomatic of another problem, but just thought I would share. Problem experienced last night
- Got home and turned the truck off. We were home about 45 minutes before we had to go to the
next event of the day. Truck had been running fine that day. Went to start it and it wouldn't
catch. It would turn over and just keep turning over but didn't catch. Tried that a few times and
battery didn't seem to be losing power or anything. Grabbed the work car to get the kid where
she needed to be while my brother-in-law looked on here and Ford Forum and found the
recommendation of changing out fuse I'll post an update late next week sometime, once it's
warmed up into the 50's and 60's, and let you know if the fan kicks in or if there are just more
problems. Good luck! This fan problem just showed up in my F Turns out the radiator fluid level
in the reservoir was very low. Used the AC. Also sat in drive thru line at Chick-fil-a No jet engine
noise. Not saying this is the issue everyone is experiencing but we had done almost all of the
other things recommended with no luck. Check fuse It's an easy fix if that turns out to be what it
is. NO FIX. I replaced the AC Pressure Switch. I checked and replaced fuse I'm taking it to an
independent mechanic next week to replace my year old thermostat with a new one and see if
that's the problem. That solution was offered by a mechanic I spoke with over the phone. I'll
update when that's done. GuruB5NCP answered 2 years ago. I recently had a problem where the
fans were running on high after replacing the water pump and thermostat on a 5. Fixed the
problem by replacing the Autozone thermostat with an OEM one. Problem went away once I
installed the OEM thermostat. Try this before any other expensive repairs! The non OEM
thermostats must open at the wrong coolant temperature. Summer time didn't give it a ton of
thought Fall came vehicle blew cold air. Local Mechanic diagnosed thermostat. Doable DIY but
not super easy. Only two screws but one you have to through glove box to secure From two
weeks ago: Ford F V8 with the same "turbo fan" problem. Go figure. Jason answered 2 years
ago. Replaced switch - still running at high speed Replaced fuse - still running at high speed
twford, what did your guy come up with and it is fixed? Jacobw answered 2 years ago. I have a
5. Carlito8a answered 2 years ago. CT44 answered 2 years ago. I had the exact same problem.
Had the same issue 2 years ago. I'm also getting really bad gas mileage now. I'm thinking its the
thermostat stuck open. I ordered one and will be changing it out this weekend. I'll let you know
how it goes. I just figured out what was causing my F FX2 Ecoboost 3. My issue was that the
low fan was not coming on so the high fan was supplementing for it. So, check your Fan Relay
Low Fan mine is relay 85 in the fuse box to see if it is bad. As soon as I pulled mine out and
compared it to the Fan Relay High Fan mine is relay 5 , I could tell it was probably the issue as
the low fan relay was very hot compared to the high fan relay feeling cool to the touch. I
swapped the low fan 85 relay with one I wasn't using, until I can get a replacement, and all is
back to normal. I hope this helps someone. GuruCM2P6 answered about a year ago. My F just
started with the same problem, cooling fan running all the time, temp gauge follows trotle and
cabun heater does not work. Could not see any leaks, but there is a lot of snow outthere, will
keep an eye on it. Very usufull tips on this fourm. GuruHZ49X answered about a year ago. I over
charged my A C and started having the fans running loud so blead some pressure off the A C

and it Quit the noise and still gets cold. MultiTasking answered about a year ago. I found a
coolant leak, so I replaced with a heavy duty radiator. I drove today with the AC on for 1hr in
stop and go. The engine is extremely quiet. The idle RPM is at , and the expedition is responsive
on gas pedal with extra power. Since I am lazzy, so I replaced all three parts at the same time to
save time. It looks like the fuel indicator drops less for the same commute trip today.
GuruHFS97 answered about a year ago. GuruHMF5G answered about a year ago. I'll replace
fuse 27 as suggested and hope for the best. GuruN5KN9 answered about a year ago. Recently
replaced water pump and themostat in my f 5. Just started having a similar issue with the fan
running on high constantly even though its only in the 40s here. My lower radiator hose I
noticed was not getting warm even while idling. Ended up putting the old thermostat back in
and now it runs fine. For future replacements I would stick with OEM like others have suggested
is that seem to fix the problem. NealFreeman answered about a year ago. How did you replace
the AC pressure sensor, does it just unscrew from the Schrader Valve? MessNolefan answered
about a year ago. About two weeks ago I started noticing the fan running wide open and around
the same time I noticed that my heat was only working when the truck was running at speeds. I
just spent the last hour reading through this thread. Coolant level. Fuse When I looked both my
coolant level was low and fuse 27 was toasty just as described. I immediately changed fuse 27
so far about 30 mins in and there is no high fan noise. I think the low to no heat issue at idle can
easily be explained by the low coolant level. Chris answered about a year ago. Had the water
pump and thermostat replaced on my Ford F EcoBoost. Had my mechanic switch out my new
thermostat with another thermostat except this time used a OEM part from Ford. Problem
solved. Not sure why it works but it does. GuruPYWX8 answered about a year ago. Same for me
Own a Ford F and had water pump and thermostat replaced over the holidays. Fan started
running high after 10 minutes of driving. Took to another shop, said it was "normal" grrrr. Took
to Ford dealer, couldn't find any problem. Read this forum and went and bought the Motorcraft
thermostat and had mechanic install, problem solved. Previous thermostat was a NAPA that
was supposedly rated same as the OEM - Would have had that mechanic swap it out but we
were out of town when pump broke. It's a shame, FORD mechanics don't know this and nobody
bothers to research it! Thank u everyone for the tips I have A Ford F with the same problems of
changing water pump and thermostat out then hi fans the fix was the thermostat hand to go to
ford Dealership to get the same exact thermostat that Was in it fix. Jeremy answered about a
year ago. I had a small hose or tube somewhere that was cracked and leaking on my power
steering harness. My power steering would randomly go out! That was fixed after multiple trips
to the dealership. Now, I have the fans staying on after I put on the compressor for the defrost.
Fix Or Repair Daily! GuruFZP3P answered 10 months ago. Probe runs very hot. Check fuses no
problem, coolant full? GuruF8C4S answered 9 months ago. I have a f fx4 as soon as I start my
truck the fans kick on and wont shut off until I shut the truck off what is causing this to happen I
don't have anything on the heat is off what can cause this. Charged system after confirming
low, and now ok. Need to locate refrigerant leak now but otherwise ok. Humpabs answered 9
months ago. At k miles I change the water pump and replaced the thermostat. After that, I
noticed my fans would run really high with the ac on. I thought about it and the only other
change was the thermostat I bought one from the local parts house. I replaced the thermostat
with a Motorcraft and all good. Mackman01 answered 7 months ago. Dave answered 7 months
ago. Thanks to all for your suggestions. It appears my problem of the high speed fan engaging
and running continuously when the Ford F 5. The answer was installing a Ford, Motorcraft
thermostat. My water pump had gone bad so I decided to change the thermostat at the same
time as neither had ever been serviced. I went back with 2 different temperature thermostats I
purchased from O'Reilly's. Neither solved the problem, however the Motorcraft Ford thermostat
did. Ffans answered 5 months ago. I have a F 4. I replaced the low pressure switch and still no
AC. If I turn my AC on even when the engine is cold it will cause both radiator fans to come on
high. Extremely Loud. The only way to make them stop running is to disconnect my battery.
Miguel answered 3 months ago. My fan F would come on super high and loud after 15 min of
driving, then would not go off. Also noticed the temp gauge was moving barely up and down.
Switched out the thermostat which was after market to Motorcraft, fixed the problem right away.
EcoBooster answered 2 weeks ago. Still had coolant at very high pressure when I evacuated the
lines. Problem was okay for about 35k miles. Oh well. Steve answered 3 days ago. Radiator fan
running on high after minsof driving. Soes anyone know for sure what is s causing this? I have
read many of the posts bit cannot seem to get a definitive answer. Thanks for the I have a F
Lariat. Never really noticed this before but when i put the ac on the loud radiator fan comes on.
This is the third summer i have had the truck. This weekend the temperature was I have a F
Lariat with 5. My son has same problem with high speed cooling fan. Constantly on and off,
then stays on for 30 mins before shutting off. Didn't work. Content submitted by Users is not
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selling vehicles of all time. With millions of units on the road, there is no doubt that over time
some problems will happen more often than others. While not intended to be an all-inclusive
list, we put together this Ford F common problems guide to help pinpoint a few of the nagging
issues we think owners and potential buyers should keep in mind. A nagging issue with models
are coolant leaks at the heater core. The factory plastic inlet and outlet connectors can become
brittle and crack over time, causing a leak. These connectors are located on the firewall and can
be repaired using new heater core connectors. Ford utilized quick-connect fittings on these
vehicles that do not have a classic worm clamp style retainer. Instead, a wire clip holds the
connector in place and an O-ring seals the connection. Over time the O-ring can lose its ability
to seal the cooling system and coolant loss occurs. The repair is fairly straightforward using a
new upper radiator hose. Certain 4. Replacement exhaust manifold hardware is available, as are
replacement exhaust manifolds. When choosing a replacement exhaust manifold , make sure to
choose a part that is improved over the original design so it does not fail in the same way as the
factory original. Keep in mind that even though the repair parts are reasonably priced, the
repairs themselves can be time consuming. On four wheel drive models the front wheels use a
vacuum powered actuator to engage and disengage driveline power to the front wheels. This
system can fail and cause the actuators to partially engage the splines of the front wheel hub,
creating a grinding noise. During normal operation, vacuum from the engine disengages the
front hubs and allows them to spin freely in two wheel drive mode. Shifting into four wheel drive
mode causes the IWE vacuum solenoid to stop supplying vacuum to the actuator at the front
wheel hub, thus engaging drive power to the front wheel. A malfunctioning solenoid, leaking
vacuum reservoir, or leaking vacuum line can cause the hub to engage randomly, resulting in a
grinding noise and eventually damage to the hub actuator itself. Repairs to the vacuum
solenoid, lines, or reservoir are fairly straight forward while replacing the hub actuators requires
disassembly of the front driveline to access the back of the wheel hubs where the axle shafts
attach. Next on our list of F common problems centers around the variable camshaft timing VCT
solenoid used in 4. The engine may be louder than normal, almost sounding like a diesel
engine, and exhibit rough running at low RPM. This may be caused by worn out or gummed up
VCT solenoids , which are located near the front of the engine under the valve covers.
Malfunctioning VCT solenoids cause erratic engine timing, and may affect engine performance.
Earlier versions of these engines mostly pre had the VCT solenoids easily accessible via a hole
in the valve cover. No such luck on the later models, which require removing the valve cover
and a lot of other components in the way in order to replace the solenoid. Camshaft phasers

can also be a source of rattling and poor performance. The VCT solenoids control the oil sent to
the camshaft phasers, which in turn adjust the timing. If a repair is needed, it would be wise to
consider servicing the entire timing chain system chain, chain guides, and tensioners while the
engine is accessible. For EcoBoost 3. This is caused by the timing chain stretching, and may
quiet down once the chain tensioners are pressurized with oil. This repair is very involved and
requires specialty tools to complete, which makes a stop by your your local NAPA AutoCare a
smart idea for proper diagnosis. Luckily the repair consists of replacing the old worn or missing
bushings with a new set , although some disassembly of the center console is required. While
not a critical issue, a missing or damaged remote entry key fob can be a real annoyance at
times. Over time key fob buttons can lose their symbols due to thousands of button pushes,
making for a guessing game when it comes time to lock or unlock the truck. To remedy the
problem simply swapping the key fob case can make things good as new. While you have the
fob apart, go ahead and swap in a new battery for good measure. If the key fob is missing
complete, the solution is to get a brand new key fob and program it to match the truck.
Programming is quick and easy, just follow the instructions in the video below:. Replacement is
fairly straightforward with just a few bolts. If you hear a clicking noise when setting your HVAC
temperature to full hot or full cold, or if the temperature does not change at all when adjusting
the temperature control, the blend door actuator may have failed. The actuator controls air
movement through the HVAC ducts, including what air flows through the heater core. Luckily
the repair is fairly straightforward, requiring only a new blend door actuator and some minor
disassembly of the dashboard. These are just a few of the Ford F common problems we have
come across. Each truck is different and repair needs can depend on maintenance schedules,
driving style, environment, and many other factors. Photo courtesy of Wikimedia Commons.
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